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ABSTRACT
Remote Controlled Im aging A pparatus for a High Tem perature E nvironm ent
By
Chanaka J. A. Fernando
Dr. Georg F. M auer, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
U niversity of Nevada, Las Vegas
A test tunnel at Yucca M ountain is to be equipped with a mobile camera 
system, which can record images both at infrared and visible wavelengths at an 
ambient tem perature to 300 degrees Centigrade (300° C). This m easurem ent is to 
be taken over the entire 50 m eter length of the tunnel. The imaging apparatus 
consists of a remote section equipped with cameras, pan unit and wireless 
communication units, all of which m ust be designed to operate at 300° C for up 
to 60 minutes. The remote sensing section is to be controlled from a com puter 
system located outside the high-tem perature zone. The project comprises the 
design, acquisition, fabrication, and integration of all equipm ent components. 
Application software w ith a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is to be developed so 
as to enable remote control and  m onitoring of the m easurem ent and observation 
process.
iii
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In this thesis a description of the design and installation of the camera, rail 
and control system is presented. Furthermore a number of experimental runs 
were performed, and the results are evaluated. Recommendations for 
improvements of the current system , and possible future designs are presented.
IV
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1 .1  Background
The mission for Departm ent of Energy's Office of C ivilian Radioactive 
Waste M anagem ent is to safely m anage and dispose of the nation 's spent nuclear 
fuel and high level radioactive w aste in a geologic repository. To investigate 
im portant technical issues inherent w ith the construction, operation, closure, and  
perform ance of the repository, a series of in situ  experiments have been planned 
for the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) located inside Yucca M ountain. The 
recently updated  ESF therm al testing strategy includes the Drift Scale Test (DST). 
The DST is more complex, of longer duration and larger scale than its 
predecessor - tire Single Heater Test.
The prim ary purpose of the DST is to acquire a more in-depth 
understanding of the coupled therm al-mechanical-hydro logical-chemical process 
anticipated in the rock mass surrounding the proposed repository. The DST 
centers around  a nearly 50-meter-long, 5-meter-diameter heated drift. H eat 
released from deployed nuclear waste is sim ulated w ith 9 electrical floor and 50 
wing heaters. These heaters have a combined power output of 280 kW, which
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
should heat more than 200,000 cubic meters of rock over a four-year period. 
Sensors are strategically positioned to measure and represent components of the 
thermal-mechanicai-hydrological-chemical responses. A data  collection system , 
comprised of 30,000 connections and 125 miles of wiring, record sensor 
m easurem ents hourly.
1 . 2 Purpose and Scope of Thesis
D uring the initial planning and  design of the DST in 1996, the therm al 
testing team at TRW Environmental Safety Systems Inc. determ ined that visual 
observations in the Heated Drift during  the heating and  cooling phases w ere 
important. Some important aspects to be observed included dripping w ater, 
heater canisters, ground support system s, rockfall(s), and drift walls. In addition 
to the video images of the Heated Drift, it was considered a good idea to obtain 
infrared images. These w ould allow the observation of tem perature 
heterogeneity's and also possibly of water entering the Heated Drift along 
fracture pathways.
However, safety concerns and other operation logistics required that 
personnel not enter the Heated Drift during the heating and cooling phases of 
the test. At that time, it was decided that a remote cam era system should be 
developed to make these im portant observations.
Dr. Georg F. Mauer Professor of the Mechanical Engineering D epartm ent 
at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas was retained to investigate and develop a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Remotely O perated Camera System that could be used in a High-Temperature 
environment.
Requirements o f  the system as laid out by TRW  is as folloivs:
□ Infrared (IR) and video camera system capable of operating in tem peratures 
up to 300“ C and relative hum idities of 100% for 1.0 hours.
□ The opening in the bulkhead will be no larger than 2 X 0.8 meters.
□ Camera system  must be capable of having an " as close as possible to 360“ " 
view of the perimeter of the drift.
□ Cable system  should be positioned within bulkhead opening.
□ The system  will have a tether for retrieval.
□ The system  will have its own light source and will be capable of live video 
feed during  operation.
□ The system  will have E ther/C oax connection for data transm ittal from the 
drift to external computer systems.
The rem ote camera system, as designed and built, reflects the 
requirements stated above. The camera system will be used on a periodic basis 
throughout the test to obtain video and infrared images of the Heated 
Drift. The images will be used to make im portant observations and also help 
guide the experiments.
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1. 3 Organization of Thesis
The thesis organization follows the normal developm ent of the project. 
The first step was to develop the rail and carriage system, which include the rail, 
carriage and the carriage drive system. Next was the rem ote unit, which include 
the hardw are design of the remote unit and the therm al design. Then the control 
com puter system was developed which includes wireless communication, a 
graphical user interfaces (GUI), and cameras and carriage position control. 
Finally all the different systems were integrated and the Remote Camera System 
was tested on-site.
1 . 4 Literature Search
Few literature sources exist relating to video cameras and other imaging 
equipm ent that operate in high tem perature environm ents. Methods used for 
remote control operation were found in many published documents and on the 
W orld Wide Web [3][14][16]. The concept of the cam era container was not 
explicitly listed in many publications. However some basic concepts of 
protecting the camera and other electronic com ponents from the high 
tem perature were found on the W orld Wide Web [15][13][17][19]. Development 
of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for real time control was found in many 
applications in the communication industry [21] [22].
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CHAPTER 2
RAIL SYSTEM
2 .1  Track
A standard H-Beam was selected for this purpose. Since corrosion due to 
hum idity is a major concern. A lum inum  was selected as the m aterial for the H- 
Beam. The drift has a total length of 47.5 meters; The rail was designed to have a 
total length of 50 meters, which allows 2.5 meters on the outside of the bulkhead 
for loading and unloading of the rem ote unit. A top view of the rail system is 
show n in Figure 2.1 along with the basic dimensions.
oO
H eated Drift
Bulkhead
Cam era T ra:k
o r i i
Camera
Com juter
System
50 m
Figure 2.1 Top view  of drift with raü syste
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oFigure 2.2 Assembly of track system
The size of the H-Beam was determ ined by assuming a load of 150 lbs., 
which will be suspended from the H-Beam. Based on calculations show n in 
A ppendix I, a 6” X 4" X 0.25" thick STD alum inum  H-Beam was selected. The ten 
5-m eter segm ents of H-Beam were connected together with two track coupling 
brackets at each joint. Detailed draw ings of these components can be found in 
the appendix. Figure 2.2 shows a draw ing of the full track system assembly. 
Figure 2.3 shows the track coupling system.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7'O: o: o. o.
Figure 2.3 Track coupling assembly 
2 . 2 Track Suspension System
The H-beam rail had to be suspended from the ceiling of the heated drift 
(rock surface). Since the track (H-Beam) will be inside of the heated drift, there 
would be a considerable about of longitudinal thermal expansion of the track, 
based on therm al expansion calculations (Appendix I). The total thermal 
expansion for full 50-meter length was found to be 0.35-meters. The expansion in 
height and w idth were 1.2X10°^ meters and 8.9X10°'’ meters. Due to the
expansion in length the track could not be rigidly fixed to the ceiling. Therefore a 
bracket, track suspension bracket, was designed to accommodate this 0.35-meter 
expansion.
The track suspension brackets were made out of Stainless Steel for 
strength and corrosion resistance purposes. The track was suspended on the 
track suspension bracket using a suspension screw. The suspension screw is a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8l/2-13nc all thread, 10" long, w ith a 4.0" dia. stainless steel plate fixed at one end. 
Figure 2.2 shows the assembly of the track with the suspension system.
Using the above-mentioned parts. The track was successfully suspended 
in the heated drift. The suspension brackets were fixed to the rock surface with 
use of 1/2-inch rock bolts (Williams bolts).
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CHAPTERS
CARRLAGE SYSTEM
3 .1  H ardw are Design
Figure 3.1 Carriage Assembly
The carriage enables the rem ote unit to move along the track. The carriage
system  was designed to w ithstand the hot environm ent, which included the
consideration of thermal expansion of the track and the wheel bearings being
9
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10
exposed to a tem perature of 300^ C. The carriage was bu ilt from Alum inum  and 
was designed to have eight wheels. The wheel hubs w ere fabricated with two 
high-temperature bearings attached to each wheel. In order to compensate for 
the thermal expansion of the track the lower four wheels of the carriage were 
equipped with four springs, two at each axle. This enables the wheels to apply a 
constant force on the track a t all times in spite of the expansion of the track. The 
springs will also prevent the carriage from losing contact with the track due to 
burrs, pieces of rock and other foreign m aterial that m ay fall on the track surface. 
Figure 3.1 shows a view of the complete assembly of the carriage.
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CHAPTER 4
DRIVE SYSTEM
Outside motor Assembly Inside Pulley Assembly
Figure 4.1 Inside/O utside pulley assemblies
4 .1  Cable and Pulley System
The Cable and Pulley system  moves the carriage along the track. This 
system consists of two 6" DIA stainless steel pulleys at both  ends, one at the far 
end of the tunnel (inside end) and the other on the outside of the bulkhead. The 
pulleys are m ounted on a stainless steel housing with the use of two high- 
tem perature bearings for each pulley. The bearings are ceramic and are packed
11
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w ith high-tem perature grease called Krytox. 0.25" DIA strand stainless steel cable 
was used to loop through the two pulleys. The design calculations for the wire 
rope and the pulleys can be found in Appendix I.
4 . 2 Drive Motor Design
The major design criteria for the drive m otor system were: friction of the 
pulleys and cable, friction of the carriage wheels, weight of rem ote unit and the 
drag  force of the tether wire.
T rack  (H-Beam)
R e m o te  U nit
Figure 4.1 Applicable forces on carriage
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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F = Total Force
F^  = Remote unit Dragging force 
Fw = Wire Rope Internal Force 
= Electric Cable Dragging Force 
F^  = Electric Cable W inding mechanism Spring Force 
= Spring force on bottom  rollers 
Initially the follozuing assumptions ivere made:
W (Total weight of rem ote unit) = 100 lb.
F, = 10 Ibf. Per roller
jj. (Friction coefficient for A lum inum  on Alum inum ) = 0.3
F„ =4*
F = 42 • Ibf
The follozving assumptions zoere made:
F, = 75 Ibf.
F, = 100 Ibf.
F, = 100 Ibf.
Using these assumed values the total force zvas calculated:
F = Fu + Fw + Fr + Fc 
F = 3171bf
M otor Torque = F * Radius of end pulley 
M otor Torque = 317 Ibf. * 3 in.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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M otor Torque = 951 in-lb. = 15216 oz-in.
In order for the remote unit to move at a speed of 1 m /s  the speed of the motor 
was determ ined to be 150 rpm.
4 . 3 M otor Configuration
Control PC
R 4 6 H  
D C -S e rv o  
Motor
RS- 232  Link
Animatics
C D 5 1 0 0
Control ler
P acif ic
Scientific
S C 9 3 4
Servo
Amplif ier
Figure 4.2 Drive system  com ponent diagram
Based on the torque and speed calculated in the preceding section, a 
Pacific Scientific 930 drive system, combined w ith an Animatics Series-5000 DC- 
Servo controller, were selected for this application. The complete drive system 
consists of the following components:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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□ R46HENA-R2-NS-NV-00 Brushless Servo motor, 64 in-lb continuous stall 
torque, 270 in-lb peak torque, 11.4" length, NEMA 42 frame.
□ SC934TN-001-01, Servo amplifier, 30A peak, 15A continuous.
□ PC115-020 Planetary gearhead, 20:1 ratio, lOarc minutes backlash, 1600 in-lbs. 
rated output torque, 2656 in-lbs. peak ou tpu t torque.
□ Animatics C5100 (M) DC-Servo controller that is capable of generating -t-/- 10 
Volt command signals, and  quadrature encoder signals.
The parameter settings for the Pacific Scientific and Animatics drives are 
show n in figures 4.3 - 4.7.
RIÔ1E3
Figure 4.3 Animatics controller param eters
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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I L F t M ^ ) U U l l  M A N t U N F
10 X 18 J H
Figure 4.4 Step response of DC Servo m otor (actuates linear motion) 
X-axis denotes normalized time 
Y-axis denotes normalized position
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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w^»aaCT4!*<WièifciWi i>Hir
1
AcceiLmt =o ___ (No UmrtJ
ADFO = 1000 hertz
AOOffset = 0 volts
ARFO = 200 hertz %
ARF1 = 200 hertz
ARZO = 0 [Not Active)
ARZ1 = 0 (Not Active)
BDiOMapI = Fault R eset Input-Active Low .. «
BDiOMap2 = CW Inhibit Input-Active Low
BOIOMap3 = CCW Inhibit InputActive Low
BDIOMapd = OFF
BDI0Map5 = Brake Output-Active High
BDIOMapG = Fault Output-Active High - *
BDLgcThr = 0 (5 Volt Logic)
BIkType = 1 (Analog Velocfty)
CmdGain = 0.5 krpifi/volt
CommOff = 0 degrees h i
Axis Address: 255
RleNam e Is C.-\PROGRA1\930WIN\TEST1 .PRM
Figure 4.5 PacSci Drive configuration (part 1)
C 9 3 0  Off l ine  F ' a f d m e t e i  L d i t  / EFiFT E2 !
CommSrc = 0 (Resolver)
OMIMap = 9 (IFB)
0M2Map = 1 (VelFB)
OecelLmt = 0 (No Limit)
DM1FO = 1000 hertz
DM2F0 = 1000 hertz
■''VéDM1 Gain = 0.1666667 volts/am p
0M2Gain = 2 volts/krpm
Endn = 1024 line count
EndnFO =1600000 hertz
EncMode = 0 (Quadrature) m i
EncOut = 1024 line count
ILmtMinus = 100 percent
ILmtPlus = 100 percent
UFO = 0.02 hertz
ItThresh = 60 percent
Kli = 50 hertz
Axis Address: 255
RleNam e is CAPnOGRA~l\930WiN\TEST1.PRM
Figure 4.6 PacSci Drive configuration (part 2)
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') 5 C 9 J U  O f t  l in e  P a i a m e l e i  F Jil
Kii = 50 hertz a
Kip = 38.95575 volts/am p
Kpp = 0 hertz
KvM = 0 percent
Kvi = 0 hertz
Kvp = 1.1 amp/ra d /sec
Model = SC934
Motor = R46H
PoleCount = 4 p o les
PosErrorMax = 4096 counts d
Pulsesin = 1 encoder counts
PulsesO ut = 1 counts
RemoteFB = 0 [All Resolver)
StopTime = 0 seco n d s
VBusThresh = 1 (Not Active)
VelCmd = 0 rpm
VelCmd2 = 0 rpm
Axis Address: 255
RleNam e is  CAPROGRA-1\930W1N\TEST1.PRM
Figure 4.7 PacSci Drive configuration (part 3)
4 . 4 Tether Wire
A tether wire had  to be used to supply pow er to the remote un it (AC & 
DC). Since this w ire will be exposed to the high tem perature, a wire that can 
w ithstand high tem peratures was selected. This cable was custom  m ade for us by 
Bay Associates to our specifications. Figure 4.3 show s the cross-section view of 
the specified wire.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Requirements of the wire:
□ Cable should w ithstand ambient tem peratures up to 300" C for a period of 1 
hour.
□ Cable should have a Kevlar core for greater strength.
□ Cable will consist of 4 - 14AWG Nickel coated copper wire (stranded).
14 AWG X 4
o  S.
iim
\a
£
C
Silicone Rubber
Kevlar Core
300 “ C 
Ambient temperature
Figure 4.8 Cross-sectional view  of tether wire
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CHAPTERS
HARDWARE DESIGN (Remote Unit)
5 .1 Remote Unit Structure
Figure 5.1 Remote unit structure
Figure 5.1 shows the basic shape and construction of the rem ote unit 
structure. The complete structure was built out of Aluminum so as to lim it the 
total weight. This structure has two basic components: the box in w hich the 
controllers, data and video transmitters, power supply unit, DC m otor for 
camera pan and the cooling and tem perature control system reside. The cameras 
are installed in the cylindrical section: one Infrared camera and two CCD video 
cameras. The cylindrical section is connected onto the box w ith two 6.5" DIA
20
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needle bearings. This enables the cylinder to rotate w ith  respect to the box. At 
theend of the cylinder (facing the box) a 12" DIA ring gear is m ounted. This 
enables the pinion of the DC m otor to rotate the cylindrical section. Figure 5.2 
shows the placem ent of the ring gear in the box.
Figure 5.2 Ring gear set up on box
The cylinder is m ounted onto the ring gear w ith  four nuts and  bolts. This 
allows the separation of the camera compartment (cylindrical section) from the 
rest of the system  for maintenance and future upgrades. The structural parts 
were m ade from 1-1/4  " L-shaped Aluminum half-stock and w ere welded 
together for greater strength. The structure of the box w as designed to carry a 
total weight of 100 lbs. w ith a safety factor of 3. The com pleted remote unit 
assembly w ith the insulation is suspended from the carriage w ith two 1/2" 
stainless steel th readed  rods m ounted on top of the box section (details of 
insulation will be discussed in the next chapter).
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5 . 2 Electronic/ Electrical System Design
The initial design included the following functions:
□ One Infrared camera for side vision.
□ Two CCD video cameras, one for front view  and the other for side view. The 
side view camera had m otorized zoom and focus.
□ Pan motion for both side cam eras.
□ Tem perature control.
□ Wireless video and data communication. (2 different types were tested)
All the above mentioned functions were included in the design of the electrical 
system. However when the design was to be finalized, TRW personnel decided 
that the motorized zoom and focus function should be removed. This involved 
changing the lens of the side camera. The electronic/ electrical system design still 
includes the motorized zoom and focus functions. Two different types of 
wireless modems were tested. O ne set operated at 12VDC and the other at 
9VDC. Therefore the electrical system was designed to meet both voltage 
requirements.
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Power Requirements:
QTY Description Pow er Requirem ents
3 Prem ier Wireless Video 
Transm itters
12VDC @ 100mA.
2 GRE W ireless RS-232 Links 12VDC @ 600 mA.
2 Pulnix CCD Cameras 12VDC @ 500 mA.
2 Cosmicar Lens 12VDC @ 45mA.
1 Cosmicar Lens (motorized) + /-  12VDC @ 1.0 A.
1 Infram atrix IR Camera 12VDC @ 2.0 A.
1 Animatics Controller w /A m p 48VDC @ 4.0 A.
2 Omega Temp. Controllers 110 VAC
4 3.5" Axial Fan 110 VAC
2 Appliance lights llOVAC @ 40Watts.
Table 5.1 Power requirem ents
Based on  the requirements stated above a pow er supply unit was 
designed w ith  DC-DC converters and voltage regulators. The input to the power 
supply was 48VDC, and the output voltages w ere 12VDC, 9VDC and + /-  
12VDC. The figures 5.3 and 5.4, as well as table 5.2 show  and describe the power 
supply system.
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Figure 5.3 Primary power supply circuit diagram.
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3) C o m m a n d  s i gna l  3,  5VDC TTL
4) C o m m a n d  s i gn a l  4,  5VDC TTL
5) + 5 V D C  @ 100mA.  ( inpu t )
6) G N D  f o r  5VDC
7) + 1 2 V D C  ( input)
8)  G N D  fo r  12VDC
9) + / -  12VDC ( o u t p u t - f o c u s  cont . )
10)  12 VDC C o m m o n
11)  + / -  12VDC ( o u t p u t - z o o m  cont . )
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Figure 5.4 Power inverting circuit for m otorized zoom  & focus
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Figure 5.5 PCB layout for prim ary pow er supply circuit
F o c u s  I  Z o o
Figure 5.6 PCB layout for m otorized zoom  & focus
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Components and specifications:
Qty. Description Specifications
1 ASTEC AL60A-048L-120F9 
DC-DC Converter
48VDC input, 12VDC ou tpu t @ 9.0A.
1 ASTEC AA05A-024L-1200 
DC-DC Converter
12 VDC input, +/-12VDC ou tpu t @ 
0.2A.
2 LM317 Voltage Regulator Variable voltage @ 1.0A max
2 IK & 6K Resistors 1 /4  Watt.
2 0.1 & 100 |if Capacitors
4 SPDT Relays (non-latching) 5VDC coil @ 30mA. Contact @ l.OA.
4 2N3904 Transistors
Table 5.2 Electronic components and specifications
As indicated in the diagrams above, the input to the pow er supply is 48 
VT)C, which will be externally supplied to the remote unit. The 48VDC-12Amps 
supplied to the rem ote unit is initially split in two. One branch supplies the 
Animatics controller (requires 48VDC @ 6.0A), and the other is connected to the 
input side of the pow er supply.
The prim ary pow er supply unit reduces the 48VDC input to 12VDC and 
9VDC with the use of the DC-DC converters and the tw o voltage regulators. The 
reduced 12VDC source provides power to all components listed in Table 5.1. The 
9VDC source was initially designed for use with the wireless RS-232 modems 
(Comrad), but after testing it was determ ined that the range of the Comrad 
modems was not sufficient. They were replaced w ith  GRE RS-232 wireless 
modems, which use 12VDC.
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The pow er inverting circuit was designed to control the zoom and focus 
functions of the side CCD camera. The Animatics controllers’ auxiliary port 
generates the command signals for this circuit. Based on the com m and signal the 
circuit supplies + /-  12VDC to the camera's zoom or focus port.
The cooling system  and the lighting system use a 110VAC source, which is 
supplied externally to the remote unit. The specifications and further details of 
the cooling system will be discussed in the next chapter.
5 . 3 M otor Controller Configuration
This section refers to the DC servo m otor that actuates the pan motion of 
the cameras. An Animatics series 5000 controller controls this motor. This 
controller is a standard PID controller with an amplifier built into the controller. 
The m otor selected is a 1/10 HP brushless DC servo. Table 5.3, figure 5.7 and 
figure 5.8 show the parameters that were program m ed into the Animatics 
controller.
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Motor control parameters and specifications:
Model BL2320-CBL3
Peak Torque (Tp) 100 oz-in
Continuous Torque (T^) 25 oz-in
Voltage Constant (K^) 6.52 V /kRPM
No Load Speed (5 ,^) 6,550 RPM
Torque Constant (KJ 8.82 oz-in /am p
Rotor Inertia (J„,) 0.00161 oz-in-sec'
W eight (Wt) 1.45 lbs.
Table 5.3 M otor specifications
Controller: CD5307 (M)
Figure 5.7 M otor controller param eters
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T E R M S O O O  M A N T U N E H R O i
I 10 X 18
Figure 5.8 Step response of DC Servo m otor (actuates pan m otion of cameras) 
X-axis denotes normalized time 
Y-axis denotes normalized position
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5.4 Wireless Com m unication
Wireless com m unication between the operator consul and the remote unit 
fulfills two functions: The first is the transm ission of real time analog & RS170 
video, the second is RS-232 communication for supervising the Animatics motor 
controller and the infrared camera.
R e m o t e  Uni t
Motors controlling 
zoom & focus
Theral  Image 
P r o c e s s i n g  PC
Animatics Controller 
CD 5307
Control  PC
2.4 GHz. W ire le ss  V ideo
DC Servo Motor 
for controlling pan/tllt 
motion of cam eras
CCD Video 1
CCD Video 2
Inframatrics 
IR C a m e ra
Figure 5.9 Wireless-commtmication system setup
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Wireless video transceivers
The wireless video transceivers operate at a frequency of 2.4 GHz. and 
have a range of several miles in clear line of sight. The target range for this 
project is 300 feet with many obstructions, including a steel bulkhead. The 
original antennae provided with the wireless units were standard dipole rubber 
antennas. Since the quality of the real time image cannot be compromised, it was 
decided to upgrade the antennas to low gain antennas for the transmission side 
and high gain antennas for the receiving side. Also, since space was a major 
factor in designing the remote unit, 1.85" X 1.85" patch antennas were selected for 
the transmission side.
Wireless RS-232 Modems
The wireless modems operate at a frequency of 900 MHz and have a range 
of several miles in clear line of sight. As mentioned in the previous paragraph the 
target range for this project was 300 feet with m any obstructions. These wireless 
modems had tw o antenna options. O ption 1-Dipole rubber antenna and option 2- 
Omni patch antenna. Considering the nature of the obstructions the patch 
antenna option w as selected.
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Qty. D escription Specification
3 Prem ier Wireless 
CS-120
Video Transceivers @ 2.4 GHz.
2 Prem ier Wireless 
CL-1000
RS-232 Transceivers @ 900 MHz.
1 AS-22R Patch 
Antenna
Circular right hand polarized with 5-dBi gain 
@ 2.4 GHz.
1 AS-22L Patch 
Antenna
Circular left hand polarized w ith 5-dBi gain 
@ 2.4 GHz.
1 AS-25 Patch Antenna Linear polarized w ith 5-dBi gain @ 2.4 GHz.
2 TECOM-Type 
503027-E Patch Ant.
Low-Gain Om ni w ith 0-dBi gain @ 900 MHz.
Table 5.4 Transm itting side equipm ent
Qty. D escription Specifications
3 Prem ier Wireless 
CS-120
Video Transceivers @ 2.4 GHz.
2 Prem ier Wireless 
CL-1000
RS-232 Transceivers @ 900 MHz.
1 AH-51R Panel Antenna Circular right hand polarized with 11-dBi gain 
@ 2.4 GHz.
1 AH-51L Panel Antenna Circular left hand polarized with 11-dBi gain 
@ 2.4 GHz.
1 AH-25 Panel Antenna Linear polarized w ith 11-dBi gain @ 2.4 GHz.
2 TECOM-Type 503022 
Panel A ntenna
Low-Gain Linear panel with 4-dBi gain @ 900 
MHz.
Table 5.5 Receiving side equipm ent
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CHAPTER 6
THERMAL DESIGN (Analysis contributed by  Dr. Yitung Chen)
6 .1  Insulation
Figure 6.1 FOAMGLAS® Insulation application on  remote unit
The electronics inside the remote unit has certain tem perature range 
requirem ents to m aintain its function properly. It is impossible to operate 
electronic equipm ent at a tem perature of 300°C w ithout cooling or therm al 
insulation of the system. For this specific project, a vapor-com pression 
refrigeration system w as investigated and was found unsuitable because the 
high exterior tem perature w ould m ake it virtually impossible to pum p the heat
34
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from the inside to the hot ambient environm ent. The coefficient of 
performance(COP) of such a refrigeration system w ould be very low, resulting in 
an overly large and costly cooling unit. In addition, the rigid copper tubes 
required for circulating the refrigerant from the condenser to evaporator w ould 
make it difficult to install and rem ove the refrigeration unit from the insulated 
container. Therefore, an in-situ cooling system inside of the container was 
designed.
The objective of the therm al system design for this project is to keep the 
container tem perature below 50 °C (i.e. the m axim um  electronics operation 
temperature) for 60 m inutes w ithin a hot environm ent of 300°C. The first step is 
to find a good insulator m aterial with high tem perature tolerance and low 
therm al conductivity in order to suppress most of the heat flow from the hot 
environm ent to the inside of container. Typical insulator materials such as 
expanded polystyrene (molded) have a maximum operation tem perature of 
75°C, expanded polystyrene (extruded) has a m axim um  operation tem perature 
of 165°C, polyurethane and polyisocyanurate has a maximum operation 
tem perature of 150°C, and phenolic has a maxim um  operation tem perature of 
150°C. We selected cellular glass. Its maximum operation temperature is about
500°C and its apparent thermal conductivity ranges from  0.05 to 0.082 W / m^K. 
Cellular glass is a lightweight, incombustible, non-w ater absoptive, and rigid 
material. It is also an effective barrier to water vapor penetration. Based on all of
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these considerations FOAMGLAS® (ceUular glass) was used as the insulating 
material.
Figure 6.1 shows the actual application of the insulation material. Figure 
6.2 shows the heat transfer through a plane wall w ith the insulator. A one­
dimensional geom etry was used for approximation. The concept of thermal 
resistance (analogous to electrical resistance) is introduced as an aid to solving 
conduction heat transfer problem. Figure 6.3 shows an equivalent thermal circuit 
corresponding to figure 6.2.
Stainless steel Stainless steel
A ISI316 Celluar glass A ISI316
T h o t= 3 0 0 °3 l
(N ouo scale)
Figure 6.2 The heat transfer through a plane wall and insulator
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T. _,=300°C
Figure 6.3 An equivalent therm al circuit
The Heat flux can be calculated from the equation (1).
q =
5^1 S^Z
(1)
The total heat transfer, Q, from the hot environm ent to the container is 
calculated from the equation (2). The total heat load inside of the container will 
be the sum  of the heat flow from the hot environm ent and heat dissipation from 
the electronic equipm ent.
'o t u l (2)
7ec (3 )
The Qtota] value calculated here was used in section 6.3 to determ ine the volum e
of dry ice needed for cooling the remote unit.
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6 . 2 Cam era Optical Windows
Three optical windows were attached to the insulated box. These 
w indow s w ere placed in the middle of the insulation material and  w ere sealed at 
both  ends. The w indow s had to resist the am bient tem perature of 300^ C, and
provide full vision capabilitie at high-tem peratures. Figure 6.3 show s a schematic 
of the w indow  setup. The window for the infrared camera is a Sapphire window, 
1/4" thick and 2.5" in diameter. Also tw o Q uartz windows w ere used for the 
CCD cameras, 1/4" thick and 2.0" in diam eter.
3 0 - 4 0  ° C  R e m o t e  U n i t  T e m p e r a t u r e
COo
l i
^  Q. Qcr oo 2
IIa
S a p p t i i r e  W in d o w  Q u a r t z  W i n d o w
300 °C  Ambient  Tem pera tu re
Figure 6.3 Optical window setup
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Figure 6.4 Cooler box
Based on the calculation performed in the previous section, it was 
determ ined that dry ice will be used for cooling. The box show n in figure 6.4 is 
situated inside the remote unit and contains 6 slices of d ry  ice. At the rear of the 
box 4 axial fans were m ounted to circulate the air inside the remote unit. Two 
tem perature controllers with thermocouples (OMEGA CN352) control the fans. 
Each side of the box supplies cool air to a specific area. The left side supplies cool 
air to the box area while the right side supplies air to the cylindrical area.
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C o o l i n g  Box
-  C N 3 5 1 C N 3 5 1
1 1 0 VAC  
S o u r c e
40
1 10  VAC1 10  VAC
T h e r m o c o u p l e  T y p e  iK '
Figure 6.5 Fan-Controller configuration
The quantity of dry ice can be calculated from the equation (4). We will use 70 
minutes instead of 60 minutes to provide a safety margin.
60 sec
m  =.^2i£2Lx70minx-----------
Imin (4)
The specific volume (v) of the solid phase of carbon dioxide is 0.01008
ft^/lb . or 0.00063 m ^/kg. Therefore, the volume of dry ice can be calculated 
from equation (5).
Vco,=vxmco,  (5)
Based on the volume calculations above, 6 pieces (6" X 3" X 2") of dry ice 
w ith given dimensions are required for cooling the system.
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CHAPTER 7
DESIGN OF THE CONTROL COMPUTER SYSTEM
7 .1 C om puter System
QI Û  □
T
Figure 7.1 Computer system
The control com puter system' primary function is to control the position 
and angle on the remote unit, and to store the acquired images. This system 
consists of tw o Pentium 200 MHz PC's with monitors, and  one additional 15" 
monitor w ith an image multiplexer (Quad Splitter). The configurations of the 
two com puters are as follows;
41
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□l_3 R S - 2 3 2  LinksFront Side Video Video
Side
V ide o
Front Control  PC
n
N etw ork
Q uad Spl it ter
M o n i to r
IR PC
Figure 7.2 Computer system  configuration
C ontrol PC Infrared PC
200MHz. Pentium  Processor 200MHz. Pentium Processor
32 MB RAM 64 MB RAM
2.0 GB SCSI H ard  drive 6.0 GB SCSI Hard drive
Matrox M illennium  graphics card with 
Media XL fram e grabber
Diam ond Stealth 3D graphics card
4 External serial ports Ethernet combo card.
Ethernet combo card. 8X SCSI CD-ROM
8X SCSI CD-ROM 3.5" Floppy drive
4X Read, 2X W rite SCSI, writable CD- 
ROM drive
15" Color monitor
3.5" Floppy drive
17" Color m onitor
Table 7.1 Computer system  specifications
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The control PC sends the control com m ands to the remote unit, including 
the cameras, and also acquires the CCD images in a orderly fashion. The Infrared 
PC acquires and processes the infrared camera images. This infrared camera 
(Inframatrix PM250) requires a dedicated PC with a special graphics card 
(Diamond Stealth 3D graphics card) and m ust be operated at 800X600 resolution 
in 256-color mode. Figure 8.4 shows a complete setup of the system
7. 2 Wireless Communication
The receiving antennae of the wireless video and  communications links 
are connected to the two computers. Since the com puters are about 60 feet aw ay 
from the antennae, coaxial and RS-232 cables were laid out to connect the 
antenna receivers to the computer system.
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CHAPTERS
SOFTWARE DESIGN
8 .1  Infrared Camera Control Interface
The Inframatrix PM250 camera m ust be configured upon power up. One 
of the  functions of the cam era is RS-232 comm unication with the rem ote host 
com puter. The communication software provided w ith the camera was a DOS 
based package. Based on this software, a new  communication interface was 
developed. The basic com m ands from the DOS program  were used in building a 
Visual Basic GUI (Graphical User Interface) that w as m ore user friendly.
Figure 8.1 Infrared camera controls GUI
44
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N am e D escnption U n its /R an g e
AMBJBMP T he am bient tem perature tem peratu re’10 , in Celcius
CAMERA_BATTERY Therm  aCAM battery voltage. millivolts
COOLER_TEMP FP A/tool e r  tem perature. tem perature*10, in Kelvin
FILTER Filler ID 0 to 1 5
FPA_ACT1VE_HEIGHT T he height, in pixels, of th e  active portion 
o f th e  FPA.
a  positive integer
FPA_ACTIVE_WIDTH T he w d th , in pixels, of th e  active portion 
o f th e  FPA.
a  positive integer
FPA_FULL_HEIGHT T h e  ftill height, in pixels, of th e  FPA. a  positive integer
FPA_FULL_WIDTH T he lUII Wdth, in pixels, of th e  FPA. a  positive integer
FREQUENCY F requency. 0  = 60Hz1 = 50 h Z
IMAGE_STATUS ThermaCAM image status; a  s e t  of 16 
bit-flags. A flag of 0 m e a n s  th e  concStion 
is  not tiue.Thus, all flags = 0 m e a n s  th a t  
th e re  is  nothing preventing th e  Im age 
fl-om being radiometricallv correct and  
m ea su ra b le
bitO: no lens
bit1 : detector not cold
bitZ calibration invalid
bit3; equalization invalid
bit4: bad am b len t tem  peratu re s e n so r
bitS: bad optional am bient tem p  se n so r
bits: bad len s tem p  se n so r
bit? bad  optional len s tem p  se n so r
bit8-15; unused
LENS L e n s  ID. O t o l S
LHNS_TEMP R ead ing  of th e  lens therm istor. tem  perature *10,in C elsius
OP_MODE current operational m ode 0  = live im age
1 = frozen im age
2  = recall im age
3  = se tup  m enu
4  = save im age
OPT_AMB_TEMP R ead ing  of th e  second  (optional) am bient 
tem  peratu re th etm istor.
tem peratu re‘1 0 , in C elsius
OP T_LENS_TEMP R ead ing  of th e  second (optional) le n s  
tem p era tu re  thermistor.
tem  perature MO, in C elsius
MDEO_GAN M deo<iut gain level value. gain * 1000
M DEO_OFFSET M deo-out offset level value. 0 - 32767
Table 8.1 Read param eter for Infram atrix camera
Name Description Units /  Range
APP_REV Application code revision Text stnng
FPGA_REV FPG A code revision Text string
MFG_NAME fvianuf acturer Nam e Text stnng
M0DEL_NAIV1E S C I 000, PM350, PM250,or PM150 Text string
Table 8.2 String parameters for Inframatrix camera
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Name Description
AUTO_RANGE Same as pressing the Auto Range key on the ThermaCAM.
AUTO_SPW Same as pressing the Auto Span key on the ThermaCAM.
BW_COL Same as pressing the B&W Color key on the ThermaCAM.
CTBv1P+ Same as pressing the Center-*-key half-way down on the ThermaCAM.
CTEMP++ Same as pressing the Center-*- key all the way down on the ThermaCAM.
CTBvlP- Same as pressing the Center- key half-way down on the ThermaCAM
CTEMP- Same as pressing the Center- key all the way down on the ThermaCAM.
DNARROW Same as pressing the * key on the ThermaCAM
B,EC_ZOOM Same as pressing the Zoom key on the ThermaCAM.
EM1SS+ Same as pressing the '-*- key on the ThermaCAM.
EMISS- Same as pressing the *- key on the ThermaCAM.
FREEZE Same as pressing the thumbkey on the ThermaCAM, with the slider switch set to F
LTARROW Same as pressing the '  key on the ThermaCAM
MODE Same as pressing the Mode key on the ThermaCAM
RECALL Same as pressing the Recall key on the ThermaCAM.
RTARROW Same as pressing the * key on the ThermaCAM
SAVE Same as pressing the thumbkey on the ThermaCAM, with the slider switch set to S.
SETUP Same as pressing the Setup key on the ThermaCAM.
TBvtPRANGE Same as pressing the Range key on the ThermaCAM
TEMPSPAN+ Same as pressing the Span-*-key half-way down on the ThermaCAM.
TEMPSPAN-h- Same as pressing the Span-i-key all the way down on the ThermaCAM
TEMPSPAN- Same as pressing the Span- key half-way down on the ThermaCAM.
TEMPSPAN- Same as pressing the Span- key all the way down on the ThermaCAM.
UPARROW Same as pressing the '  key on the ThermaCAM
Table 8.3 Keystroke param eters for Inframatrix camera
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Nam e Description
CENTER _C U R SO R Moves the cursor to its start-up position, which is 
approxim ately in the center of the v iew ab le  im age area
FO C U S _FW D Turn the focus motor on, normal speed, forward direction.
FO C U S _FW D _FA S T Turn the focus m otor on, high speed, forw ard direction.
F O C U S _R E V Turn the focus m otor on, normal speed, reverse direction.
F O C U S _R E V _FA S T Turn the focus motor on, high speed, reverse direction
FO C U S _S TO P Stop the focus motor
K E Y _A C K _O FF Key-packets sent to TCAM will not be replied to
K EY_ACK_O N Key-packets sent to TCAM will be replied to with 
Ack/N ak packets (this is the default).
LO G O _O FF Disables the display of the com pany logo over the image.
LO G O _O N Enables the display of the company logo over the im age
N O P A no-operation command, does nothing.
R E n C L E _ O F F Disable the display of the reticle on th e  im age.
RETICLE_ON Enable the display of the reticle on th e  im age
TE M P _O U T _O F F Disables the penodic output of the tem perature packet
TEM P_O U T_O N Enables the periodic output of the tem perature packet.
Table 8.4 Command param eters for Inframatrix cam era
The commands in tables 8.1 through 8.4 above describe the functions the 
camera can perform. In the GUI only the most im portant and relevant functions 
were included, so as to simplify cam era operation for the users. These selected 
commands are sent to the COM po rt in ASCII format from  the GUI using the 
MSComm control in Visual Basic.
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8 . 2 Remote Unit and Video Image Control Interface
This control interface controls the position of the remote unit and enables 
the rem ote u n it to pan around the circumference of the tunnel, record images 
and send them  via wireless links to the host com puters. This interface controls 
the DC-Servo m otor for pan motion of the cameras, as well as the DC-Servo 
motor that drives the carriage along the track. The interface also displays the 
images on the control PC’s screen and saves the images in sequential order. 
Figure 8.2 show s the manual control GUI and figure 8.3 shows the autom atic 
control GUI
Y M P  D R I F T  S  C A L F  T E S T  ( C a m e i d  S y s t e m )
Figure 8.2 Remote unit manual control GUI
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Figure 8.3 Remote unit autom atic control GUI
These GUI's uses two serial ports to com m unicate w ith  the two motor 
controllers, and uses the two video inputs in the Matrox graphics card to save the 
images to the hard  drive using the windows MCI controls. The infrared image is 
sent to the other PC and is saved there, as the ThermaGram® card is resident on 
that PC.
The two motors controlled w ith the Animatics Series 5000 controllers are 
connected by an RS-232 link. The GUI sends an ASCII com m and string to the 
COM port, and the controller then executes the com m and. A sam ple ASCII 
com m and sequence is shown below.
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A SC II Code example fo r  referencing against a hard stop
VARAO
XIMAX.45
XV-50
100
IF([X]<[VARA]) VARA[X].
IF([XP]=0)
GOTO(IOO)
ALLDRVON
XIMAXIO
X[VARA+.l]
WAIT
WAIT500
XHOME
END
903
RETURN
Initialize variable "A" to 0.
Set current limit to 0.45 amps.
Move at slow  velocity.
Place a line num ber.
Record m ost negative "X" position during  
travel.
"IF" executes next line w hen true.
Loop while m otor has not failed.
Turn drives back on.
Set current lim it to 10 amps.
Move "X" 0.1 inches from stop.
Wait for trajectory to complete.
Wait for axis to totally settle.
Declare this position Zero.
End program  w hen done.
Pre-assigned subroutine for execution 
during position error.
Existence of subroutine keeps 
program  from  stopping.
The Visual Basic GUI sends these com m ands to the COM port using the 
MSCOMM control in Visual Basic.
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8 .3  GUI Design 
Programming Concept
\ K eyboard/M ouse  
I Input
Motor/
Actuator
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GUI
V
C om puter
Controllers \  ---------: Video
^ ' C am eras
Figure 8.3 Basic flow diagram
The user can input a value for camera position a n d /o r  orientation using 
one of the above-mentioned input sources to the GUI. The GUI interprets this 
command based on the location of the input position and sends it to the 
appropriate COM port. The num erical data entered is translated into code the 
controller can understand (this part is a com bination of Visual Basic and 
controller software) and then is sent to the controller th rough  a serial po rt (Visual 
Basic uses the MSComm Control for this) in ASCII form at. The controller then 
interprets this ASCII comm and string and triggers the m otor/actuator. The 
controller will also query the m otor's position and will write the controller's 
ou tput to the computer's input buffer. These input strings are interpreted by the
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Visual Basic command MSComm.Input. They indicate the position and  
orientation of the motors and cameras on a graphical gauge display. (Visual 
Basic Gauge Control was used for this)
The video cameras send live image frames to the com puter's graphics card 
(MATROX Millennium) The frame grabber resident in the graphics card grabs 
the incoming images and writes them  to the MMsystem256 image buffer. This 
buffer then is queried by the Visual Basic MCI command and displays the 
current image on the screen. A global representation of this operation is show n in 
Figure 8.5.
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-+ /-  12V-
Control PC
CCD Video 2 CCD Video 1
Pow er Inverting 
Circuit
- C o m m o n ^
W- 12V
Motor Motor
for Z oom ing  for Focusing
Animattc* Controller 
CD 5307
M otor Port  
(out)
DC Servo  M otor  
for controlling pan/til t  
motion  of cameras
Animatics Controller 
CD 5300
Motor Port 
(out)
DC Servo  Motor 
for controlling posi t ion  
of rem ote  unit
2 .4  GHz. W ireless V ideo
Thermal Image 
P ro c e s s in g  PC R S-232
(Wireless)
Infram atr ics  
IR C a m e r a
Figure 8.4 Com plete system hardw are configuration
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WINMM32
BUFFER
MCI/API 
IMAGE BUFFER
COM 1 COM 2
PC BUS PCI BUS
SVGA MONITOR
!
I  VISUAL BASIC 
I GUI
Matrox , pp^^E  
Graphics 
Card
, I /
; I
V i d e o  1
\
V i d e o 2
Figure 8.5 Data/ C om m and flow diagram
A detailed description of the Visual Basic code can be found in the appendix.
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CHAPTER 9
SYSTEM INTEGRATION
9 .1 Carriage Motor Control System
The carriage motor control system consists of the Pacific Scientific (PacSci) 
Servo Drive System and the Animatics Series 5000 controller. The Animatics 
controller receives commands from the host com puter via RS-232. The resolver 
signals generated by the DC m otor are translated in to quadrature encoder 
signals by the PacSci drive. The Animatics controller reads these encoder signals 
and controls the DC motor. With this configuration real time control of position 
and velocity w as achieved. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 show the connection pinouts of 
the two controllers. Table 9.3 shows the connections between the PacSci drive 
and the Animatics controller.
55
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C a w w > o c m o -  
«TOTM^IâttîwgmTPwuTWttaaLIIÉI M funna ■ nh##i^ a m a i w n  w iinm»■ ■■ JTWUP^ PWWWTWII^MQNfTORINCl ^  .tfn |m i
- «0101(1
ITCHJ
V«><ss;« f c r
^ whth
INCREMEMTM. <  cmbout 
SHAFT POSITION <  S U E S if 
OUTPUT * d « S S w
INCREMENTAL
POSITION
COMMAND
♦/tTPUP*
♦/wweoww*■IFirggTO-----
IPW pacm c
saerm pic
SC900
OPTION CARD
OCS3IV001
O C S4M 01
O C 950401
OCSSOSOZ
OCS80-503
OC9SO-S04
240/120 VAC 
47 - 63 Hz
tmnvis
i M*n»v*c
MT/cxrwaoiii
RCaCMR ■MTKOCNR
PAancsaENTmc 
BRUSHLESS MOTOR  1
PtU SC R
Esauz
i§ mpBcrr
pTcmw
Figure 9.1 PacSci w iring diagram
Extcfnai AapUfierCcmector Pinout
©©©©O©0O 
0  0  ©  0  0 0 ©
P in #  Funetian
1 +/- 10 Volt commmnd ngnil
2 Shutdown input (TTL input held 
high with IK puU-up, Rcthre low)
3 +5 Vohi ouL (ISO mAmmznnum)
4 AniLinkaock (No Connection)
5 caro
6 -t-AEneoder Signal
7 -fB Encoder Sipml
S +hidaK Encoder Signal
9 cam
10 Oaput Inhibit (TIL ouqwL active high)
11 AniLink Data (No Ccimectioo)
12 +5Vout
13 -A Encoder Signal
14 -B Encoder Signal
15 -hdcx Encoder Siyial
Figure 9.2 Animatics connector pinout
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Pin PacSci Pin A nim atics
14 CH A+ out ■ ► 14 CH B- Encoder signal
15 CH A- out ► 7 CH B+ Encoder signal
16 CH B+ out ^ 13 CH A- Encoder signal
17 CH B- out ^ 6 CH A+ Encoder signal
1 Analog CMD + ^ 1 +/-10Volt CMD signal
l& l
3
Analog CMD - & G N D -------^ 5 GND
Table 9.1 Pin connection for Animatics & PacSci Drives.
The Pacific Scientific Brushless m otor is a resolver-based m otor and 
perform s an encoder emulation w ithin the PacSci drive. H ow ever the final 
ou tpu t to the Animatics controller is a quadrature encoder signal. These signals 
were found to be extrem ely sensitive to all forms of noise and static. As a result 
shielded cable had to be used between the controller and the PacSci drive  svstem.
9 . 2 Wireless RS-232 Links
Animatics Controller
The Animatics controller inside the remote unit controlling the pan 
m otion of the cameras had  to be linked via RS-232 to the host com puter for real 
time control. A cable connection would require bulky and costly high- 
tem perature cable. For reasons of cost as well as ease and safety of operation, we 
chose to install a wireless RS-232 link. With the wireless link only the TX, RX and 
GND get transm itted. The Animatics controller uses these three strings for
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control. However, the Anim atics Controller performs an ECHO of every 
comm and sent. Thus, w hen typing a key on the keyboard, it first is sent to the 
controller, and then the controller returns that key stroke command to the screen 
to be displayed. This caused a major problem  with the wireless RS-232 link. A 
sim ple comm and (X2 - move to position 2) would work fine, but any com m and 
m ore than 2 characters long w ould jam the controller's communication channel. 
The solution to this problem  w as to stop the ECHO and just get the com puter to 
issue unidirectional com m ands to the controller. This was done by activating the 
UNTERM comm and in the controller at power up, disabling the response 
packets from the controller.
Infrared Camera
The infrared camera communicates in the same manner as the Anim atics 
controller described above. The only additional restriction was that the RX and 
TX had to be crossed at one end in order to communicate. The com m unication 
baud rate had to be set at 4800,n, 8,1. This camera works at no other baud rate.
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CHAPTER 10
TESTING AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
10 .1 Thermal Enclosure Test
The thermal insulation for the remote unit was tested at 300*’ C for 60
minutes with the use of an electric oven at UNLV. Two tests were conducted, one 
with internal cooling and one w ithout cooling. The results were w ithin the 
expected range under 50*’ C. The figures below show the recorded tem perature 
profiles.
35 0  T
Y  25 0
^  200
Inside Ambient 
Oven Temp.S 150
0 5 10 15 20  2 5  30  35  40 45  50 55  6 0  65
Time (Min.)
Figure 10.1 Tem perature test results without internal cooling
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350
«  300
Ambient 
Temperature 
Cam era Unit 
Temperature
S  250
u  200
I  150
Time in Minutes
Figure 10.2 Tem perature test results with internal cooling
10 . 2 Imaging (Infrared and Video)
Several tests were performed on site (UNLV and Yucca Mountain). YMF 
personnel obtained two full sets of data. Sample images of these tests are shown 
in figure 10.3.
I j  in fT i
» i  4 4
f r a m e t r i c s
Figure 10.3 Sample infrared and video image (overhead light fixture)
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1 0 .3  Motion Control
Several tests were perform ed w ith the system on site (at the YMF tunnel) 
The positions were calibrated based on survey points on the drift and the capture 
area of the cameras. Based on these data it was determined that in order to map 
the whole tunnel surface, the remote unit would have to stop 73 times inside the 
drift and  rotate (pan) to 10 angles a t every position. The SFU (steps per unit) 
calibration units are as follows. For pan positioning controller 92000/4 
counts/rev . For linear m otion 21656/4 counts/ rev.
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CHAPTER 11 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1 1 .1  Conclusion
A remote controlled mobile camera system that can withstand 300^2 and
100 % hum idity was designed and tested. The vision systems on board the 
rem ote unit are controlled by wireless RS-232 links, and the image data  are 
transferred to the host com puters by wireless video transceivers. A W indow s 
based graphical user interface was designed and tested, enabling easy 
supervision and control for the operator. Based on the guidelines laid o u t by 
TRW, all aspects of the project were completed to TRW's satisfaction. The 
complete system was tested in the YMF test drift and has been installed a t the 
Yucca M ountain site.
1 1 .2  Recommendations
The following im provem ents and further R&D are recommended:
□ The Therm aCram  software supplied by Inframetrics, Inc. should be upgraded  
by the vendor to reduce the complexity of the computer system
62
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□ An automated door system for the bulkhead would reduce the risk of injury 
to operator personnel.
□ Install cable winding drum  for retrieval of tether wire, which would prevent 
the hazard of the wire being damaged.
□ A system needs to be developed to archive all the images that will be 
acquired, and process them, enabling a global view (create a mosaic out of 
the 1400 small images).
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C alculations for Rail System
H -B E A M
FOR ALUMINUM ALLOY 6061-T6 BEAM 
W eight (W) of the beam = 6.36 lb s /f t  
D im ensions (in) of the beam are as follows:
at 600 ®F e - 9. 0-10°-Ds:
A - 6 - i . '  3 - 4 . 30- i r
w : 4.150— a : "(/deg Far.)
1 -- 196.95-i .-
5 m = 196.85 in = 16.404 ft 
16.404 ft 4.160 lbs/ft = 68.241 lbs
W eight of Beam every 5m
w : 5 3 . 241 - i b ;
The m om ent of Inertia for a I- Beam (I)
; 2 ! 2 -D ) c ': -D -a ■
12  12
: = 1. 563- 10  ^ -a"
The m axim um  deflection of the beam  only on its' w eight (y%)
I -tl -L '
3 84 - e - I  
■/. = 4 . 7 7 4 - 1 0  ' -a
we use E a t 600°F for a f.s.
The m axim um  deflection of the beam only with the 50 Ibf at the center (y2)
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P - 50 -lb
? -L'
2^ = -----48 -e -I 
y., = 5.59710 ' -m
Total m axim um  deflection of the beam 
y =71- / 2
y  = O . O r m
THERMAL EXPANSION OF THE BEAM 
The total change in the entire length of the beam
T, = 572(deg F) L_1 =50-3
= 35(deg F) a = 13.110’(/d e g  F)
DL - a-'T.  - T, -L_l 
DL = 0.35
The change in length of the beam for every 5m
L 196.85-i."
5L = 5l = 0.0:
• L is change in length of the beam for every 5m.
The change in breadth of the beam 5 l  ^ a ? .  - ,  a 5 l  ^ = i  . o'
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The change in the dimension of D of the beam 5l. = a ■ t  , - t  . d
5 l ,  = 5 . 7 C
Stress involved in the beam due to its weight (every 10m for f.s. and the weight 
of the m oving unit)
(50Ibs+50Ibs as a f.s.) at each anchor position.
10m = 393.7in = 32.808ft
wt. of beam  for 10m = 32.808 ft * 6.36 lbs/ft = 208.661 lbs 
Area of beam  under max. Stress =
Pi*r vv’2 w here r_w is the radius of the washer
■rf 1 -  ( 2 0 3 . 6 6 1  -  1 0 0  ) ' l b
r w : 1 23.0.3.
K_1 ( r_w I =
K_1(r_w )
r w 0. E-ir
K_1
K -r_v
5 * 1 0
4"10
lb
. 2 
i n
2*10
0 . 0 60 . 0 40 . 0 2
r  w  - i n
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K _ 1  = 3 9 2 . 9
From Practical Handbook of Material Science, w e have the yield strength (y.s.) of 
W rought A lum inum  6061 to be 4000 psi at 600 op-
^0
y s  :  4 0 0 0  •—  
i r f
y s  = 2 . 3 :
Using A lum inum  6061 - T6 we have a factor of safety of 10.178 
ANCHORS
For every 10m (for a f.s. instead of 5m) there are anchors
Placed, the w eight of the beam
10 m = 393.7 in = 32.808 ft
32.808 ft * 6.36 lb s /ft = 208.661 lbs
The force on each anchor,
mobile camera unit = 100 lbs
Additional 50 lbs for f.s
w _ :  = 1 4 0 .
Fine threaded series, UNF & NF-Basic dimensions
d  0 . 8 7 5 ' i r  d  o  O . S 2 8 6 - i . r  d _ r  0 . 7 3 3 7 - i . '
n  1 4  ?
14
Let us take take h  = 5 in.
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E : e  = - . l :
.  î"-!t -a •-
Shear Stress(«) in the nu t (lbs/in^)
: ..
X * d _ r  —
Shear Stress(«) in the anchor (lbs/in^)
It
-  - i d -  d _ r  )
K=2.^
Bearing Stress(*) in the anchor (lbs/in^)
The stress on the anchor(for diameter=0.8750in) will be.
)C_S = - . 6 6 :
THERMAL EXPANSION OF ANCHORS
Using 1040 Steel at 300°C, •_sc=6.5xlO"^/°F, h=5in,
y s_sc=104x 1 O^psi
c t _ s c  6 . 5 ' 1 0  ^
y s _ s c  1 0 4  - 1 0 '  - I f a - i n
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Elongation of the anchor in length will be,
5 l _ s c  - a _ s c  • T . -  T . -h 
5 l _ s c  = 4 . 4 :
Elongation of anchor in diam eter,
5 L _ s c d  = a _ s c -  T .  ~ T .  ' d
S l _ 3 c c  =
To determ ine the factor of safety of the anchors,
IC_S
ANCHOR SUPPORT
The anchor support for the beam  will be consisting of a U channel connected to 
the roof w ith four all-thread anchors connected to the roof. The channel will have 
a grove so as to enable the anchor to move along with the expansion of the H- 
Beam. As shown in the front view of the design below, we sum  the moments 
about pt. A to zero so as to even the forces acting on all four screws connected to 
the roof. Force acting on each of the anchors:
(for every 10 m and 100 lbs for the mobile cam era unit as a f.s.)
V 1 - 100 -Ic
Two anchors are taken into consideration to increase safety. 
Values of the variables show n in the figure:
w L m
l _ a r  S ' i r  L _ j i  = 0 . 0 :  L _ w  = 3 . 0 :
Summing the moments about A to zero:
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w _ l  -L_T. -  1 0 0  - l b - L _ w  -  ?  ' L _ a iX a T -----------------------------------
x _ a  = 1 . 1 0
Let us take l=2in, we use the same dimensions of the anchor used to support the 
beam.
-  -  z  - i r
e _ a  ^
I t  -d -
e _ a  = 5 . 2 :
Shear Stress( * * a) in the nu t (lbs/in^)
C _ a
I t  - a _ r  • -
Shear Stress(«) in each screw (lbs/in^)
H_a =
• ( a  a _ r  i •
4 0
H _ a  = 4 . 7 :
Bearing Stress(«) in each anchor (lbs/in^)*
The stress on the screw(for diameter=0.8750in) will be,
i c _ s a  ç _ a
i c _ s a  = 1 . 2 6 c
To determ ine the factor of safety of the anchors.
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i c _ s a
The maximum stress on the channel will occur at the point of the washer and  the 
channel. Since all the weight will be concentrated on the washer itself, therefore 
the force shearing the channel will be,
?_C : W_: - lOO-ib
r_wl = 1 in which is the radius of the w asher used for the purpose
r _ w l  - 4  - i r
T_C :
It •r_wi
t_ c  = 1 2 .1 9 5 - l i
From above Aluminum-6061 T6 Alloy can be used for this purpose, m odulus of 
elasticity for this material is 9*10^6 psi at 300°C and the yeild strength of the 
material at 300°C is
4000Ib/in^2
To determine the factor of safety,
= 523
T_c
WIRE ROPE
We use Dyform 6 as a wire rope for this purpose. The diameter of the flex wire 
rope is 0.25 in
d _ w  0 . 2 5 ' i r  
density
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I D
d e n  V  "  3 . 2 8 1 * —
where e_w is the m odulus of elasticity
■<9e _ v  -  5 3 Q 0  ■------
m
:< = 5 -31 (the length of the wire rope, rollers are placed every 5m)
weight of the wire rope.
a _ w
w w -  c e n  V *tc * ------
let the sag of the wire rope be 0.25 in for every 5m
hence.
; -Ô W
where T is the tension in the rope, hence the stress in the w ire rope:
Kjur
K
1C w r  = 7 . 6 :
THERMAL EXPANSION OF THE WIRE ROPE
Wire rope is regular steel w ith a ys_wr(at 300°C)=104xl0^psi,
•_wr=6.5xlO"^/OF, L_wr=55m
Elongation of the w ire in length.
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a _ w r  - 5 . 5 - 1 0
L,_wr - 33 -m
y s _ - ^  -  1 5 7 0 0 0  — -
5T  ^ 300 
l _ - r f r  = 5 5 ' ]
5L_-vr - a_-Afr -6T -L_-vr 
5L_-*nr = 4 . 2 2
Expansion of wire in diam eter,
5L_-*Td :  ci_wv -6t -d_-rf
5L_-rfrd = 1 . 2 :
To calculate the factor of safety of the wire rope.
K w r
PULLEYS
Since the tension in the w ire rope is to be m aintained at 
267.254, the diameter (d_y) is given in inches.
d _ y  6 - i r
71 -d_y ■
n = 5.3:(stress in the pulley)
w here • is the angle of the rope contact (180 degrees)
9  3 . 1 4 1 6 - r a d
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load on bearing of the pulley.
e
i d _ b r  = 2 •( 2 •? i - s i . i  -  
2
I d  h r  = 4 3 4 .
Assumed that the rope is in a well fitting grove, then the 
pressure between the rope and the groove is given by
,  ( 2 - T
P r e s s u r e  ^ / •
d _ y  -d _ w  
P r e s s u r e  = 5 . 3 :
At 300°C, the ys_pu is given to be 157000psi, hence the factor of safety
y s _ p u  '  1 : 7 0 0 0  -—
P r e s s u r e
Shaft Design for the Pulleys
The shaft will be supported at both the ends by a support screwed onto the 
roof/rock. Hence we can say that the shaft is at both ends. We determ ine the 
static deflection of the shaft. The w eight of the pulley as well as that of the shaft 
itself act on the center of the shaft. Hence we can say that a load of 
50 lbs is applied at the center of the shaft which is a reasonable assum ption. Let 
the length of the shaft be
18in.
e  9 - 1 0 ^ - p s ;
M odulus of elasticity of AL 6061-T6 at 300°C
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d_sh - 0 . 5-ir
i_sn n -d_sh^ 
54
diameter^lenght and m om ent of inertia of the shaft
= -3 -ir
?_sh - 50 -lb
? - Ls h  'o_sn
192 -e •I_sh
Static deflection of the shaft
5_sh = 1 .3:
Critical speed of the shaft:
3
a_g - 9 . c------
3 0  a_g ■ 1 sec
n _ s n  :  —  • ---------  ■-  •-----
K 5 _ s h  5 0  a i .c
n_sh
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Visual Basic Program for Manual Control GUI
MANUAL CONTROL PROGRAM FOR REMOTE CAMERA SYSTEM
*
"These are declaration statem ents for the MCI control.
"These statem ents will anable Visual Basic MCI control to 
access the computers 32-bit image buffer.
Private Declare Function mciSendStringA Lib "WinMM" _
(ByVal MCIcommand As String, ByVal retum Str As String, _
ByVal retum Length As Integer, ByVal callBack As Integer) _
As Long
Private Declare Function mciCetErrorStringA Lib "WinMM" _
(ByVal error As Long, ByVal buffer As String, _
ByVal length As Integer) As Integer
Private Sub Commandl_Click()
ERROR MESSAGE FOR PAN POSITION 
T he  indexer counts from 0 to 9 in one full rotation of the 
cameras. If a value grater than 9 in inputted the following 
com m ands wiU output an error message stating that the inputted 
position is ou t of range. Likewise the m inim um  position is 0 
therefor the value less that 0 will also prom pt an error message.
'Inorder for the program  to be exicuted both of these conditions 
m ust be satisfied.
If Textl.Text > 9 Or Textl.Text < 0 Then 
Const MB_ICONSTOP = 16 
Const MB_OK = 0 
Title = "Input Error"
message = " Check the input value entered " 
dialogtype = MB_OK + MB_ICONSTOP 
MsgBox message, dialogtype. Title 
Textl.Text = ""
End If
X = Textl.Text
READS INPUT VALUE FOR PA N POSITION
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'This part will take the inputted value from the previous section 
and insert the value to the controller command string.
'This part of the program  will open the comm port and send the 
controller command to the controller via coml. After the comm ands 
com m ands have been carriedout the comport will be closed.
'M SCom m l.PortOpen = True
M SCom m l.Output = "X" + Textl.Text + Chr(13)
'M SCom m l.O utput = "XP" + Textl.Text + ",2000" + Chr(13) + _ 
"XGO" + Chr(13)
'M SCom m l.PortOpen = False
End Sub
Private Sub CommandlO_Click()
M SCom m 2.0utput = "XO" + Chr(13)
End Sub
Private Sub Command2_Click()
THIS PART QUARIES THE PAN POSITION OF THE MOTOR
'This part will reopen com l and send a controller command to the 
controller quaring the position of the motor.
The controller intum  will out p u t a numeric figure in ASCII 
form at describing the position of the motor.
"Then visual Basic will loop untill it received five bits of data 
from the controller.
'M SCom m l.PortOpen = True 
M SCom m l.Output = "X?" + Chr(13)
Do
Dum m y = DoEvents()
Loop Until M SComml.InBufferCount >= 6 
temp = M SCom m l.Input
FORMATTING POSITION DATA FOR DISPLAY
This section will take the five bits of data and read the 
eight digitis from the right hand side (which is the position)
After the eight digits are read, the data will be filtered and 
a num eric figure will be generated.
Finally this numeric figure will be displayed numerically
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'and on the graphic display.
'tem pi = Right(temp, 5) 
tem p i = Va 1( temp) 
tem p i = Int( tem pi)
LabelS.Caption = tem p i 
RSGaugel. Value = tem pi 
'M SComml.PortOpen = False 
End Sub
Private Sub Command3_Click()
'OPENS VIDEO 1 (Front View)
'This section will open the 1st image buffer of the graphics 
card using the MCI commands.
First it will close all open image buffers(if exists) and 
then open the image.
Dim errorCode As Long 
Dim retum Str As String * 255 
Dim retum C ode As Integer 
Dim errorStr As String * 255
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "close m peg ", _ 
retumStr, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("open mpegvideo alias mpeg ", _ 
retumStr, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "window m peg state show ", _ 
retumStr, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("window m peg text Front ", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "monitor m peg input", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
End Sub
Private Sub Command4_Click()
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'Close Video Signal
'This will close any open image buffers and images.
Dim errorCode As Long 
Dim retum Str As String * 255 
Dim retum C ode As Integer 
Dim errorStr As String * 255
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "close m peg ", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
End Sub
Private Sub Command5_Click()
"OPENS VIDEO 2 (side View)
"This section will open the 2nd image buffer of the graphics 
"card using the MCI commands.
"First it will close all open image buffers(if exists) and 
"then open the image.
Dim errorCode As Long 
Dim retum Str As String * 255 
Dim retum C ode As Integer 
Dim errorStr As String * 255
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "close m peg ", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "open mpegvideo alias mpeg ", 
retum Str, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "setvideo mpeg num ber 2", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "window mpeg state show", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "window mpeg text Side", _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("monitor mpeg input", _
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retum Str, 255, 0)
End Sub
Private Sub Command9_CIick()
M SCom m 2.0utput = "X4" + Chr(13)
End Sub
Private Sub Command6_Click()
If Text2.Text > 73 O r Text2.Text < 0 Then 
Const MB_ICONSTOP = 16 
Const MB_OK = 0 
Title = "Input Error"
message = " Check the inpu t value entered " 
dialogtype = MB_OK + MB_ICONSTOP 
MsgBox message, dialogtype. Title 
Text2.Text = ""
End If
y = Text2.Text
'M SComml.PortOpen = True 
'M SCom m 2.0utput = "X" + Text2.Text + Chr(13)
Text2.Text = Text2.Text /  100
M SCom m 2.0utput = "XP " + Text2.Text + ",20" + Chr(13) + _
"XGO" + Chr(13)
"MSComml.PortOpen = False 
End Sub
Private Sub Command7_Click()
"MSComml.PortOpen = True 
M SCom m 2.0utput = "X?" + Chr(13)
Do
Dummy = DoEvents()
Loop Until M SComml.InBufferCount >= 1
tern = M SCom m l.Input
"tem=tem*100
tem l = Right(tem, 10)
tem l = Val(teml)
Label9.Caption = tem l 
RSGaugel. Value = tem l 
"MSComml.PortOpen = False 
End Sub
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Private Sub Command8_Click()
AppActivate "proxy (infrared)"
SendKeys "%(F)" & "i". True
Dim errorCode As Long 
Dim retum Str As String * 255 
Dim retum Code As Integer 
Dim errorStr As String * 255 
Dim m ydate, dat
errorCode = mciSendStringA("close mpeg", _ 
retumStr, 255, 0)
errorCode = m dSendStringA("open mpegvideo alias mpeg", _ 
retumStr, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("setvideo mpeg num ber 2", _ 
retumStr, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("window mpeg state show", _ 
retumStr, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("monitor m peg input", _ 
retumStr, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("freeze mpeg", _ 
retumStr, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("freeze mpeg", _ 
retumStr, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA(''freeze mpeg", _ 
retumStr, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("freeze mpeg", _ 
retumStr, 255, 0)
m ydate = Date
da t = Format(Date, "mmddyy")
file = Text2.Text + + Textl.Text
errorCode = mciSendStringA("capture m peg as c:\im ages\ " + file + ".bmp", 
retumStr, 255, 0)
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'errorCode = mciSendStringA("unfreeze mpeg ", 
retumStr, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA( "close mpeg", _ 
retumStr, 255,0)
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
M SComml.PortOpen = True 
M SCom m l.Output = Chr(13) + Chr(13) 
MSComm2.PortOpen = True 
M SCom m 2.0utput = Chr(13) + Chr(13)
End Sub
Private Sub Imagel_Click()
M SCom m 2.0utput = "STOP" + Chr(13)
End Sub
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Visual Basic Program for Automatic Control GUI
AUTOMATIC CONTROL PROGRAM FOR REMOTE CAMERA SYSTEM
*
’These are declaration statem ents for the MCI control.
These statem ents will anable Visual Basic MCI control to 
access the com puters 32-bit image buffer.
Private Declare Function mciSendStringA Lib "WinMM" _
(ByVal M CIcommand As String, ByVal retum Str As String, _
ByVal retum Length As Integer, ByVal callBack As Integer) _
As Long
Private Declare Function mciCetErrorStringA Lib "WinMM" _
(ByVal error As Long, ByVal buffer As String, _
ByVal length As Integer) As Integer
This statem ent declares the sleep function
Private Declare Sub Sleep Lib "kemel32" (ByVal dwM illiseconds As Long) 
Private Sub dis_engage_Click()
M SCom m 2.0utput = "XO" + Chr(13) ' Move the unit out of the Bulkhead
' after finishing
End Sub
Private Sub engage_Click()
M SCom m 2.0utput = "X4" + Chr(13) ' Move the Unit to the start Position
Textl.Text = "Ready...." ' inside the bulkhead
Text2.Text = "Ready....”
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load() ’ Opens all nessasary com ports
M SCom m l.PortOpen = True ’ COM 1, COM  2, COM 4
M SCom m l.O utput = Chr(13) + Chr(13)
MSComm2.PortOpen = True 
M SCom m 2.0utput = Chr(13) + Chr(13)
M SComm4.PortOpen = True
M SCom m 4.0utput = "@C(KEY_ACK_OFF)" & Chr$(13)
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End Sub
Private Sub retract_Click()
M SCom ml.Output = "X4" + Chr(13) ' move to start position, ready for
dis engage
End Sub
' Begin looping and update positions for STAGE 1
Private Sub Runl_Click()
Textl.ForeColor = QBColor(l)
Textl.Text = "Running..."
For I = 5 To 35 ’ loop for linear position
'-------------------------------------- Begin inner loop
For J = 1 To 10 ' loop for pan position
t2 = I 
t l  = J -1
RSGaugel. Value = tl 
RSGauge2. Value = t2 
Text3.Text = RSGauge2. Value 
Text4.Text = RSGaugel. Value
This section will access the remoter software which is configured to 
communicate with the IR-PC and save the IR image on the IR PC 
the remoter software uses T C P/IP  to communicate with the IR pc and 
it executes a VB 5.0 m odule that enables ThermaGram to do an incremental 
save
Dim errorCode As Long ' start saving side video image
Dim retum Str As String * 255
Dim retum Code As Integer
Dim errorstr As String * 255
Dim txl As String
Dim tx2 As String
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errorCode = mciSendStringA("close m peg”, _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("open m pegvideo alias m peg”, _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("setvideo mpeg num ber 2”, _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA(”w indow  m peg state show", _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mdSendStringA("monitor m peg input", _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("freeze mpeg", _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
txl = I
tx2 = J
file = txl + + tx2
errorCode = m dSendStringA("capture m peg as c:\im ages\" + file + ”.bmp", 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mdSendStringA("cIose mpeg", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
’ end saving side video image
AppActivate "proxy (infrared)" ' start saving IR image 
SendKeys "%(F)” & "i”. True ’ end saving IR image
If J < 10 Then
Sleep (1000)
M SCom m l.O utput = "X" + tx2 + Chr(13) ' move to next pan position
Sleep (2500) ' wait 3 sec. un till motion is complete
End If
Next J
end inner loop
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MSComml.O utpu t = "XO" + Chr(13) ' reset pan position to zero
M SCom m l.O utput = "X" + tx l + Chr(13) ' move to next track position
Sleep (15000)
Next I
' End looping for position, STAGE 1
’M SCom m l.O utput = "X4" + Chr(13) ' move to start position, ready for
dis engage
Textl.ForeColor = QBColor(12)
Textl.Text = "Complete"
End Sub
' Begin looping and  update position, STAGE 2 
Private Sub Run2_Click()
M SCom m 2.0utput = "X36" + Chr(13) ' move to start position for STAGE 2 
Sleep (110000)
For I = 36 To 73 ’ loop for linear position
’----------------------------------------Begin inner loop
For J = 1 To 10 ' loop for pan position
' This section will access the rem oter software which is configured to 
' communicate w ith the IR-PC and save the LR image on the IR PC 
’ the rem oter software uses T C P/IP  to communicate w ith the ER pc and 
' it executes a VB 5.0 m odule that enables ThermaGram to do  an incremental 
’ save
Dim errorCode As Long ’ start saving side video im age
Dim retum Str As String * 255 
Dim retum C ode As Integer
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Dim errorStr As String * 255 
Dim tx l As String 
Dim tx2 As String
errorCode = mciSendStringA("cIose mpeg", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("open m pegvideo alias mpeg", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("setvideo m peg num ber 2", _ 
retum Str, 255,0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("window m peg state show", _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("monitor m peg input", _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mciSendStringA("freeze mpeg", _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
txl = I
tx2 = J
file = tx l + + tx2
errorCode = mciSendStringA("capture m peg as c:\ im ages\ " + file + ".bmp", 
retum Str, 255, 0)
errorCode = mdSendStringA("close mpeg", _ 
retum Str, 255, 0)
' end saving side video image
AppActivate "proxy (infrared)" ' s ta rt saving IR image
SendKeys ”%(F)" & "i". True ' end  saving IR image
If J < 10 Then
Sleep (1000)
MSComml .O utpu t = "X" + tx2 + Chr(13) ’ move to next pan position
Sleep (2500) ' wait 2.5 sec. untill m otion is complete
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End If 
Next J
’----------------------------------------- end  inner loop
M SCom m l.O utput = "XO" + Chr(13) ’ reset pan position to zero
M SCom m l.O utput = "X" + tx l + Chr(13) ’ move to next track position 
Sleep (15000)
Next 1 ' End looping for position for STAGE 2
’M SCom m 2.0utput = "X4" + Chr(13) ' move to start position, ready for
dis engage
Textl.ForeColor = QBColor(12)
Textl.Text = "Complete"
End Sub
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Visual Basic Program for Infrared Camera Control GUI
ThermaCam Cam era remote control GUI *
Private Declare Sub Sleep Lib "kemel32" (ByVal dwM illiseconds As Long) 
Private Sub Checkl_Click()
M SCom m l.O utput = "@C(LOGO_ON)" & Chr$(13)
Check2. Value = 0 
End Sub
Private Sub Check2_Click()
M SCom m l.O utput = "@C(LOGO_OFF)" & Chr$(13)
Checkl.Value = 0 
End Sub
Private Sub Check3_Click()
M SCom m l.O utput = "@C(RETICLE_ON)" & Chr$(13)
Check4. Value = 0 
End Sub
Private Sub Check4_Click()
MSComml .O utput = ”@C(RETICLE_OFF)" & Chr$(13)
Check3.Value = 0 
End Sub
Private Sub Commandl_Click()
M SCom m l.O utput = "@C(LOGO_ON)" & Chr$(13)
End Sub
Private Sub Com m and 10_Click()
M SCom m l.O utput = "@K(SETUP)" & Chr$(13)
End Sub
Private Sub Command2_Click()
MSComml .O utput = "@C(LOGO_OFF)" & Chr$(13)
End Sub
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Private Sub Command3_Click()
M SCom m l.Output = ’’@C(KEY_ACK_ON) ’ & Chr$(13) 
M SCom m l.Output = ''@R(LENS_TEMP)" & Chr$(13)
Do
Dummy = DoEvents()
Loop Until M SComml.InBufferCount >=10 
tem p = MSComml .Input 
Labels.Caption = temp
M SCom m l.O utput = "@C(KEY_ACK_OFP)" & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
Private Sub Command5_Click()
M SCom m l.O utput = ”@K(AUTO_RANGE)” & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
Private Sub Command6_Click()
M SCom m l.O utput = "@K(AUTO_SPAN)” & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
Private Sub Command7_Click()
M SCom m l.O utput = "@K(BW_COL)" & Chr$(13)
End Sub
Private Sub Command8_Click()
M SCom m l .Output = "@K(TEMPRANGE)" & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
Private Sub Command9_Click()
M SCom m l.Output = ”@K(MODE)" & Chr$(13)
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
M SCom ml.PortOpen = True
M SCom m l.O utput = "@C(KEY_ACK_OFF)” & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
Private Sub Imagel_Click()
M SCom m l.Output = "@K(LTARROW)” & Chr$(13)
End Sub
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Private Sub Image2_Click()
M SCom m l.Output = "@K(RTARROW)" & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
Private Sub Image3_Click()
M SCom m l.Output = "@C(FOCUS_FWD)" & Chr$(13) 
Sleep 250
M SCom m l.Output = "@C(FOCUS_STOP)" & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
Private Sub Lmage4_Click()
M SCom m l.Output = "@C(FOCUS_REV)" & Chr$(13) 
Sleep 250
M SCom m l.Output = "@C(FOCUS_STOP)" & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
Private Sub Image6_Click()
M SCom m l.Output = "@K(UPARROW)" & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
Private Sub Lmage7_Click()
M SCom m l.Output = "@K(DNARROW)” & Chr$(13) 
End Sub
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IMAGE EVALUATION 
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